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SUMMARY

The postgenital fusion of the carpel margins of the gynoecium of Laburnocytisus adamii (Poit.)

Schneid. is described in detail using light and electron microscopy. Inthis species, the cells ofdermal

origin are characterized by osmiophilic bodies, facilitatingthe localisation of the enclosed dermal

tissue at the site offusion. Theosmiophilicbodies areabundant in the outerepidermisand decrease in

number and size towards the inner part of the enclosed dermal tissue. They areabsent from the inner

epidermis. Reasons for this distribution pattern are discussed. Variation in cell configuration and

width of the enclosed dermal layer are probably caused by differences in growthrate between dermal

and subdermal tissue.

1. INTRODUCTION

* Present address: Hortus Botanicus, Plantage Middenlaan 2, Amsterdam

It is a well known phenomenon that meristematic plant parts, after making

contact, can fuse to form one functionalunit. It is less generally known that

fusion of primordia is a normal event in the ontogeny of organs in many plant

species. This unfamiliarity is understandable, since fusionoften occurs very early

in the ontogeny, and the signs of fusion usually disappear in older stages. This

can be illustrated with the fusion of two primordia, where enclosed epidermal

cells, normally differing in various aspects (e.g. shape, directionof division etc.)

from the subdermal tissue, fully conform to the surrounding cells. The subder-

mal tissue then looks homogeneous.

Since Baum (1948) published her observations on the course of postgenital
fusions between carpel margins in a large numberof plant species, it is known

that such fusions all proceed in a similarway. The epidermal cells at the place of

fusion react to enclosure with interlocking of opposing cells and periclinal

divisions, and finally they fully conformto the surrounding subepidermal tissue.

In the cell pattern that originates, the place offusion can be nevertheless inferred

by careful histogenetical analysis, even in advanced stages of fusion (Boeke

1973b; Moeliono 1970). Recently the process of fusionbetweencarpel margins
has been studied using transmission electron microscopy. It was found that

remainders of the cuticle mark the fusion-boundary between two, originally free

parts (Lamond & Vieth 1972, Morrison 1975, Walker 1975a, b). Usually the

enclosed cuticles disappear in later stages of development. After some timefused
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The gynoecium of Laburnocytisus adamii (Poit.) Schneid., a well known or-

namental tree, was chosen as a subject for this study. It is a periclinal species-

chimera, composed of dermal tissue of Cytisus purpureus Scop. - a single layer
wide at the meristem

- surrounding core tissue of Laburnum anagyroides Med.

Only the cells of Cytisus tissue contain dark staining bodies in their vacuoles.

These so-called osmiophilic bodies are probably composed of phenolic sub-

stances (cf. Buder 1911) and can easily be discerned with both light and trans-

mission electron microscopy. Because of this feature, the components of this

chimera can easily be separated from each other.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Inflorescences of Laburnocytisus adamii (Poit.) Schneid. were collected in the

Hortus Botanicusof the University ofAmsterdam fromthe endof April through
to June. Material was only taken fromsmooth skinned branches, not from hairy

ones, as the latter are presumably reversions to pure Laburnum anagyroides

Med., lacking the epidermis of Cytisus purpureus Scop. The gynoecia were

isolated, opened lengthwise, fixed for 1 h in 2°/ unbuffered 0s0
4

at room

temperature, dehydrated in an ethanol series and embedded in Epon 812 via

acetone. During dehydration the tissue was contrasted with uranyl acetate.

Serial 1 pm sections, both transverse and tangential (perpendicular to the plane
of fusion) were made with glass knives and stained with aqueous crystal violet at

70°C; for details of the procedure see Boeke (1973b). Ultrathin sections for

electron microscopy were madewith a diamondknife and examined in a Philips
EM 100 and 201.

cell walls show all the characteristics of normalcell walls, even a pseudo-middle

lamella and plasmodesmata (Boeke 1971, 1973a, b). Such features can even be

found in the walls between cells ofdifferent species, such as in periclinal species-

chimeras (cf. Burgess 1972). Finally, after the disappearance of the enclosed

cuticles the place of fusion in normal plant tissue can only be located with

histogenetical analysis (Boeke 1973b) of the cell pattern. Periclinal chimeras,

which have genetically differentdermaland subdermal tissue form an exception

to this rule. There are two main types of chimeras: species-chimeras, with

components that originated from differentspecies, and cytochimeras, with com-

ponents that arose by partial polyploidisation of the apical meristem within a

single plant (ploidy-chimeras) or which differ very little, for instance in one gen

only (mutation-chimeras). The ontogeny of the flower parts in the cyto-chimera

Prunus persica was studied comprehensively by Dermen (1953, 1956) and

Dermen & Stewart (1973). They found that the place of fusion of the carpel

margins was clearly marked by the difference in cell size betweensubdermal and

the enclosed dermal tissue. This differencein cell size, related to the ploidy level

of the cell was visible in advanced stages of development. The ontogeny of the

fusion in this material was not treated in detail and so it seemed worthwhile to

study this phenomenon more extensively.
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3. RESULTS

3.1. Ontogeny of the gynoecium

The gynoecium of Laburnocytisus is formed in the same way as the gynoecia of

other Leguminosae studied (Boeke 1973a, b). It is interpreted as a single carpel,
foldedlengthwise and with postgenitally fusing margins. The carpel primordium

is horseshoe-shaped in transverse sections. The margins grow towards each other

and touch, beginning at the base, when the carpel wall is ca. 1 mm long; at a

length of ca. 2.5 mm, the enclosed cuticles have disappeared in some places and

the fused cells are connected by plasmodesmata. The margins fuse last at the

distal end of the carpel, thusclosing the ovary cavity. The distal endof the carpel
differentiatesfurther into the solid style and the stigma. Theoldest gynoecia that

were studied, from flowers with withering corollas, had an ovary length of 15 mm

and a style of 5 mm. In this stage the tissue between the ventral vascular bundles,

i.e. at the place of fusion, already desintegrates from the inside outward, in

preparation for the dehiscence of the ripe pod.

3.2. Distribution of osmiophilic bodies in the gynoecium

When the gynoecium has a length of ca. 1.5 mm and the carpel margins begin to

fuse, some smallosmiophilic bodies can be discerned by electron microscopy in

the vacuoles (and cytoplasm) of the epidermal cells. These bodies were also

observed by Burgess (1972) and are probably identical with the phenolic or

tannic bodies that were observed by Buder (1911).

In older stages of development (Jig. 4) the osmiophilic bodies are generally

more numerous and of greater size. Sometimes the whole vacuole of a cell is

occupied by a single giant osmiophilic body. The epidermal cells that are en-

closed during fusion of the carpel margins, and their daughter cells all contain

osmiophilic bodies, increasing in numberand size during maturation. However,

towards the interior of the gynoecium, the frequency of the osmiophilic bodies

decreases, and they are absent from the epidermal cells lining theovarial cavity

(Jig- 2).

3.3. Cell configuration at the place of fusion

The place of fusionof the carpel margins can be located in young stages by the

“epidermal” cell shape in the two enclosed dermal layers, in old stages by the

occurrence of osmiophilic bodies. The enclosed dermal tissue constitutes a layer
that is generally two cells wide. The layer is situatedbetween the ventral vascular

bundles, and is connected to the inner and outer epidermis oftheovary wall. The

contact places of the layer with the epidermides are marked by longitudinal

furrows in the ovary wall. From the fact that the enclosed dermallayer is mostly

two cells wide it can be concluded that the cell divisions in this layer are mainly

perpendicular to the suture between the carpel margins. Occasionally the en-

closed dermal layer was three cells wide; in these cases it could be inferred from

the cell configuration that an enclosed dermal cell had divided parallel to the

suture. Furthermoreit was regularly observed that the enclosed dermal layer was
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Fig. 1. Photomicrographof a transverse section ofthe ovary wall in a very early phase of fusion. The

epidermalcells in the inner part of the suture have notchanged in shape yet, those on the more outer

parts of the suture show various stages of interlocking, x 1200.
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only one cell wide. An unexpected observation, since one would expect at least

two cell layers, because the enclosed dermal layer is formed by two epidermal

layers. This was only observed inolder stages, close to the outer epidermis of the

ovary wall. The plane ofcontact ofthe carpel margins increasesconsiderably as a

consequence of the subsequent growth in length and width (c. 15 and 5 times,

respectively) of the ovary wall. The enclosed dermal layer keeps pace with this

increase for, as mentioned above, it generally remains two cells wide and is not

interrupted. In theenclosed dermal layer both cell elongation and anticlinal cell

divisionsoccur. These processes probably account for the total increase in area

of the enclosed dermal layer.

In early stages of fusion(length of the gynoecium ca. 3 mm) the epidermal cells

are all alike, differing fromthe subdermal cells in shape and division pattern (Jig.

1). During the extensive growth of the ovary wall, the enclosed dermal cells

obtain different shapes (Jig. 2), and in later stages of development (length of

gynoecium 7 mm) the enclosed dermalcellsnear the outer epidermis are strongly

interlocking and the suture between them has a marked zig-zag course. These

cells are there arranged in longitudinal, spindle-shaped cell families. The subder-

mal tissue bordering this part of the enclosed dermal layer consists of cells that

are clearly different, both in shape and arrangement, from the fused cells.

Further towards the interior of the ovary wall the enclosed dermal cells are

longitudinally more elongated, not arranged in spindle-shaped cell families,

more rounded, while the suture between them is difficult to recognize. The

difference in shape between thedermaland subdermal cells is not so well marked

here (Jig. 2).

In very old stages (ovary length c. 15 mm) the tissue between the ventral

vascular bundles desintegrates, as mentionedbefore. The strongly interlocking

enclosed dermal cells, near the outer epidermis, remain, however, intact pre-

sumably until dehiscenceof the pod.

3.4. Electron microscopy of the suture

In early stages of fusion an uninterrupted cuticular layer can be observed in the

middle of the enclosed dermal tissue (Jig. 5). This cuticular layer, marking the

suture between the carpel margins, is continuous with the cuticles of the outer

and innerepidermis of the ovary wall. In gynoecia with a length over 2.5 mm, the

Fig. 2, Photomicrograph of a transverse section of the ovary wall in a later stage offusion than in

fig. 1; the middle part ofthe section is omitted, x 950.

2a. Outerepidermis and outer part of the fused epidermis. Note the frequentoccurrenceof osmio-

philic bodies and the occasionally one cell wide enclosed dermal layer (arrow); nearby cells are

strongly interlocking.

2b. The dermal layer on the inner side ofthe suture (arrows) is always two cell layers wide and almost

fully conforms to the subdermal layer.

Fig. 3. Photomicrograph of a tangential longitudinal section through the outer part of the ovary

wall; the dermal cells are strongly interlocking and are arranged in spindle-shaped groups; osmio-

philic bodies are of frequentoccurrence, x 1000.
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Fig. 4. Electron micrographofa transverse section through the ovary wall showing frequentsmall

and infrequent large osmiophilicbodies in the vacuoles of the enclosed dermal tissue, and the absence

of those bodies in the subdermal cells. The single dermal cell in de middle ofthe micrograph(arrow) is

identical to the one in fig. 2a that is marked with an arrow, x 4100.

Fig. 5-7. Electron micrographs of the suture between two epidermal layers. Note the infrequent

occurrence ofosmiophilic bodies in these early stages of fusion.

Fig. 5. The enclosed cuticular layer is still undisrupted, sometimes two layers can be recognized

(arrow), x 17.000.

Fig. 6. Enclosed cuticular layersare disrupted, the original two layers can sometimes be recognized

(arrow), x 19.000.

Fig. 7. Plasmodesmataare formed, the cuticle is evenfurther fragmented,althoughthe two original

layers can still be recognized (arrow), x 14.000.
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cuticular layer starts to break up into smaller fragments. At some places these

fragments can still be seen to consist of two layers (Jig. 6, arrows) as is consistent

with their origin from the cuticles that covered both carpel margins before

fusion. In even later stages of ovarial growth, the cuticles fall apart into even

smaller, and more widely separated fragments. Finally it is no longer possible to

locate the suture by remnants of the cuticular layer (length ofthe gynoecium c. 7

mm).

In places where the cuticular layer has disappeared, structures can be seen in

the fused cell walls that closely resemble the plasmodesmata in the other cell

walls (Jig. 7). Most likely, these structures are really plasmodesmata. The elec-

tron microscopical observations mentioned above are in agreement with the

results obtained in studies of other postgenital fusions (Boeke 1971, 1973a, b).

4. DISCUSSION

Information in the literature on the behaviour of epidermal cells that are en-

closed during tissuefusion ofpericlinal chimeras is scarce. Untilnow this process

was only studied for Prunus persica (Dermen 1953, Dermen & Stewart 1973)
and for Datura(Satina & Blakeslee 1943). However, these were cyto-chimeras
of which the cells of the tissues only differ in ploidy. Results from these studies

are thereforedifficultto compare with those presented in this paper, because the

tissues of the species-chimera Laburnocytisus show a more distinct genetical
difference.

The enclosed dermal layers of Laburnocytisus keep up with the radial and

longitudinal growth of the ovary wall by means ofcell division perpendicular to

the suture and by cell stretching. Their contribution to cell formation in a

tangential direction is only small, because periclinal cell divisions are infrequent.
This patternof cell division of the enclosed dermaltissue was also found in two

other Leguminosae, Trifolium and Lathyrus (Boeke 1973a, b).

The arrangement of enclosed dermal cells in longitudinal spindle-shaped cell

families and the occurrence of one cell wide sites in the enclosed cell layer can be

explained as a consequence of a different growth rate of dermaland subdermal

tissue. Buder (1911), studying the ontogeny of the ovulum of Laburnocytisus,
observed that the nucellus protruded out of the micropyle in the course of its

development; he attributed this phenomenon to inadequate growth of the in-

teguments, which would not leave the nucellus enough room for its normal

development, and he concluded that the growth rate of the dermal (Cytisus )
tissue is slower than that ofthe non-dermal(Laburnum) tissue. This conclusionis

supported by the fact that Laburnumis a fast-growing plant and that Cytisus has

a more moderate growth rate. In Laburnum anagyroides the shapes of the

enclosed dermal cells in a corresponding stage of development do not show an

arrangement in spindle-shaped cell families, as was noticed during an explo-

ratory examination.

The enclosed dermalcells at both sides ofthe suture have penetrated to various

extents between each other by intrusive growth, and the tip of a spindle-shaped
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cell family usually overlaps with the one above. Sometimes, however, they do not

connect, leaving an interstice in the dermal layer at one side of the suture. At

these places the opposite cell family in the dermal layer of the other side of the

suture borders at two sides to the subdermaltissue, resulting there in an enclosed

layer of only one cell wide. It is not evident why intrusive growth is only present

near the outer epidermis, but it seems likely that this is caused by a difference in

growth potential of the components of the chimera.

The dermal layer of one cell wide, and the spindle-shaped cell arrangement is

only found in the more peripheral parts of the site of fusion, and at these places

osmiophilic bodiesare frequent to abundantas well (Jig. 2and 5). However, their

decrease in frequency towards the interior of the ovary and their absence from

the dermal cells lining the ovarial cavity (jig. 2) is evident. This difference is

probably caused by the fact that the dermal cells in the ovarial cavity are of a

more distinct meristematiccharacter than the outer cells and, as can also be seen

in sections of earlier stages of fusion (Jig. 1) with distinctly meristematicdermal

cells, not showing osmiophilic bodies. The cells on the outside of the ovary are

much further in the process of maturation and in these, changing metabolic

activities have led to the deposition of phenolic or tannin-like substances model-

led as osmiophilic bodies. The enclosed dermalcells forma gradient between the

extremes of the inner and outer wall.
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